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10Abstract Teachers and students face many challenges in shifting from traditional classroom
11cultures to enacting the Knowledge Building Communities model (KBC model) supported by
12the CSCL environment, Knowledge Forum (Bereiter, 2002; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993;
13Scardamalia, 2002; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). Enacting the model involves socializing
14students into knowledge work, similar to disciplinary communities. A useful construct in the
15field of the Learning Sciences for understanding knowledge work is “epistemic games”
16(Collins & Ferguson, 1993; Morrison & Collins 1995; Perkins, 1997). We propose that a
17powerful means for supporting classroom enactments of the KBC model entails conceptual-
18izing Knowledge Forum as a collective space for playing multi-player epistemic games.
19Participation in knowledge building communities is then scaffolded through learning the
20moves of such games. We have designed scaffolding tools that highlight particular
21knowledge-building moves for practice and reflection as a means of supporting students and
22teachers in coming to understand how to collectively work together toward the progressive
23improvement of ideas. In order to examine our design theories in practice, we present research
24on Ideas First, a design-based research program involving enactments of the KBC model in
25Singaporean primary science classrooms (Bielaczyc & Ow, 2007, 2010; Ow & Bielaczyc,
262007; 2008).
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30The Knowledge-Building Communities model (KBC model) and its associated technology-
31based learning environment, Knowledge Forum, have been in the field of CSCL for over
3220 years (Bereiter 2002; Bereiter and Scardamalia 1993; Scardamalia 2002; Scardamalia and
33Bereiter 2006). Although exemplars of the KBC model exist in various parts of the world1, a
34better understanding is needed of how to bring the model to life in classrooms (Bielaczyc et al.
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352013; Kolodner 2006; Chan 2011). As Scardamalia and Bereiter (2007) point out “getting
36teachers started is a crucial problem for FCL2, Knowledge Building, and any other innovation
37that involves a major change in pedagogy… Among promoters of Knowledge Building there
38is considerable disagreement about the best strategy for getting teachers started” (p. 209).
39One of the central challenges in enacting the KBC model is that it involves fostering a very
40different culture than those found in traditional classrooms, and even many reform classrooms.
41In KBC classrooms, the classroom community works to identify and advance the frontiers of
42their knowledge. The students assume “collective cognitive responsibility” and work to
43improve not only their own knowledge but also that of the entire community (Scardamalia
442002). Students work together on problems of understanding, create theories, carry out
45research and investigations in order to refine their theories over time, revise their problems
46and strategies, and share and monitor the progress of the community toward its goals. This
47stands in stark contrast to classrooms focused on coverage of bounded curriculum topics over
48short periods of time, answering questions with information provided by texts and the teacher,
49and individual work assignments.
50Even in classrooms where extended inquiry and collaborative activities are common, there
51is a tendency to focus on investigations local to the individual or collaborative group, rather
52than working as a community toward “the collective solution of knowledge problems”
53(Scardamalia 2002, p. 70). Further, Scardamalia and Bereiter (1994) contrast the KBC model
54and other contemporary models of learning that seek fidelity between student work and the
55“real world” of work by pointing out that many of the other models cast students in the role of
56physicists, historians, and the like at the level of the individual. Instead, they propose:

5758More significant implications follow if the question is reformulated at the level of the
59group rather than the individual. Can a classroom function as a knowledge building
60community similar to the knowledge building communities that make up the learned
61disciplines? (p. 270).
62

63In order to function similar to disciplinary knowledge-building communities, students need
64to become “socialized into the world of work with knowledge” (Bereiter 2002, p. 220).
65Thus, epistemic understanding and engagement in the practices of knowledge building
66involve individuals in acting as part of a collective endeavor. Students learn to use each other’s
67diverse knowledge and skills as resources to collaboratively advance the community’s under-
68standing of a problem under investigation. The intent is to develop deep disciplinary under-
69standing of both subject matter and ways of working with knowledge, and for members to
70come to respect and value differences within the community.
71It should be noted that the necessary shifts in classroom culture are not expected to be
72immediate. However, introducing the KBC model is not viewed as a short-term intervention
73where a curriculum or computer-based environment is incorporated into the workings of the
74local settings for only a short period of time. Instead, enactment of the KBC model involves
75pursuing long-term change. Our interest is in understanding ways to support such a change.

76Getting Started: Designing “Implementation Paths” for the KBC model

77Although an extensive literature for the KBC model exists, only a small portion of the work
78has focused on initial efforts to create KBC classrooms (e.g., Caswell and Bielaczyc 2002;

2 “FCL” refers to the Fostering Communities of Learnersmodel developed by Ann Brown and Joseph Campione
and their colleagues (Brown 1992; Brown and Campione 1994, 1996).
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79Hewitt 2002; Messina 2001; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1996). For example, in Caswell and

Q1

80Bielaczyc (2002), Bev Caswell, a teacher from the Institute of Child Studies in Toronto, shares
81her experiences in first working with Knowledge Forum to create a new culture of science
82learning in her 5th/6th grade classroom. However, these studies do not explicate strategies for
83“getting started” in becoming a knowledge building community. Our intent is to advance
84understanding in this area through investigating scaffolding tools that teachers can use to guide
85classroom enactments.
86In our research, we take the challenges of fostering KBC classrooms in more traditional
87contexts as a starting point and engage in design research focused on the construction of
88implementation paths –- the design of a trajectory that teachers and their students can traverse
89in order to navigate the desired shifts (Bielaczyc 2006, 2013; Bielaczyc and Collins 2006). The
90concept of implementation paths is based on the assumption that such change trajectories may
91be best supported by a set of differentiated design elements that help scaffold participants from
92their initial entry point toward a more robust enactment of the desired model. The goal of such
93design research is not to produce a step-by-step procedure of implementation, but instead to
94address the research question: how can we develop supportive tools and practices that socialize
95students into working together as a knowledge building community and deepen our under-
96standing of critical change processes?
97According to Scardamalia and Bereiter (2002):

9899The basic premise of the knowledge building approach is that, although achievements
100may differ, the process of knowledge building is essentially the same across the
101trajectory running from early childhood to the most advanced levels of theorizing,
102invention, and design, and across the spectrum of knowledge creating organizations,
103within and beyond school. If learners are engaged in processes only suitable for school,
104then they are not engaged in knowledge building (p. 104).
105

106That is, a KBC classroom should be seen as being on a trajectory, one where the knowledge
107work in schools is consistent with the knowledge work at advanced levels, such as disciplinary
108communities or knowledge-creating organizations. Thus, one way to conceive of constructing
109an implementation path is to support students in becoming aware of how particular commu-
110nities work with knowledge, and to provide tools that scaffold student engagement in similar
111processes as part of their own classroom community.
112Socializing students into the knowledge work of disciplinary communities can be
113conceptualized as learning to play the “epistemic games” of those communities
114(Collins and Ferguson 1993; Morrison and Collins 1995; Perkins 1997). Epistemic
115games are directed toward building knowledge and understanding (Perkins 1997). Like
116most games, they consist of rules, strategies, and different moves that guide play. Collins and his
117colleagues (Collins and Ferguson 1993; Morrison and Collins 1995) based their construction of
118epistemic games on studies of strategic play with disciplinary knowledge by Physical,
119Biological, and Social Scientists (e.g., the cost-benefit-analysis game, the systems-
120dynamics game).
121Several design research projects in the Learning Sciences have found the construct of
122epistemic games to be useful in helping students come to understand the epistemic aspects of
123disciplinary work (see review by Sandoval et al. 2000). The power of the construct is in
124making knowledge work visible and permitting the forms, goals, and rules of the work to be
125explicitly discussed. Further, the game construct conveys that disciplinary knowledge work is
126not procedural nor routinized, but rather strategic and playful. The aim of engaging students in
127epistemic game play is to help them to develop epistemic fluency, “the ability to recognize and
128practice a culture’s epistemic games, to understand their different forms of expression and
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129evaluation, and to take the perspective of interlocutors who are operating within different
130epistemic forms” (Morrison and Collins 1995, p. 44).
131One issue that arises in past work with the construct is that the types of epistemic games that
132researchers have focused on involve game play by individuals (e.g., Collins and Ferguson
1331993; Morrison and Collins 1995; Sandoval, et al. 2000). Given teachers’ need to support
134students in coming to understand knowledge creation as a collective endeavor led us to extend
135the construct of epistemic games to “multi-player epistemic games” (Bielaczyc et al. 2013).
136Multi-player epistemic game play is intended to mirror the distributed efforts within disciplin-
137ary communities that result in the collective construction of knowledge. In multi-player
138epistemic games, the moves can be distributed across multiple players –- where individuals
139make contributions, others act upon such contributions (improve upon, synthesize, argue
140against, etc.), and knowledge is created and refuted through the collective workings of the
141whole. We elaborate more fully on this idea by grounding it in a specific example below.

142Learning to play the “Progressive-Improvement game”

143What kinds of epistemic games do members of a knowledge-building community need to learn
144to play? Scardamalia and Bereiter (2006) point to one central epistemic game in describing
145how “the direct pursuit of idea improvement brings schooling into much closer alignment with
146creative work as carried on at professional levels” (p. 100). We characterize this pursuit of idea
147improvement as the “Progressive-Improvement Game”3 (Fig. 1).
148In the Progressive-Improvement Game, players (wherever they be on the trajectory from K-
14912 students to professionals) work together on a common problem (Our Problem) by
150proposing Initial Theories. They may also generate Questions that identify areas in need of
151further investigation in order to refine their initial ideas. The players then work to gather further
152information through Investigative Work and/or the Exchange of Ideas. This, in turn, leads the
153community to theory refinement and further questions to pursue (Improved Theories and
154Questions). It is also critical to take stock of what the community has learned in order to
155understand the community’s current best understanding of the problem under investigation
156through periodic Pull-Together’s.
157If we conceptualize the explanation-seeking inquiry of the KBC model as playing the
158Progressive-Improvement Game, then an important aspect of shifting classroom culture
159involves helping students to develop epistemic fluency in this game. The implementation path
160that we research in the present paper focuses on getting knowledge-building communities
161started in the classroom by supporting students in learning the rules, strategies, and moves of
162the Progressive-Improvement Game. Over time, students should then come to a better
163understanding of how these elements work together as part of a process contributing toward
164the progressive improvement of ideas.

165How knowledge forum supports playing the progressive-improvement game

166The KBC model is embodied in Knowledge Forum4, a CSCL environment that allows learners
167to construct a communal multimedia knowledge base that visually traces the community

3 In past publications we have referred to this epistemic game as the “Progressive-Investigation Game.” Here we
change to a name that conveys more clearly the key goal of the game –- the progressive improvement of ideas.
4 It should be noted that the Knowledge-Building Communities model and the name of its associated software,
Knowledge Forum, have become quite synonymous in educational circles over the years. It is not uncommon for
people to refer to classrooms that have adopted the model as “Knowledge Forum classrooms.”
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168inquiry (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1991; 1994; Scardamalia 2004). Students share their work
169on common problems of understanding by entering their ideas and research findings into the
170Knowledge Forum database. Shared windows, or Views, provide a place for student’s ideas to
171be made public to the rest of the community. Students can read through the knowledge base
172and make their own contributions. Student contributions can take many forms, including: (a)
173Notes, in which students state problems, advance initial theories, summarize what needs to be
174understood in order to progress on a problem or to improve their theories, provide a drawing or
175diagram, etc., (b) Build-On’s, which are Notes that connect to (“build-on”) previously-
176contributed Notes, and (c) Rise Above’s, which are Notes that synthesize (“rise above”) other
177Notes in the knowledge base. Students can also author their own Views, creating a new
178window to collect and organize various Notes from throughout the database in order to provide
179a particular perspective (a “view”) on the knowledge work.
180Figure 2 provides an example of a View drawn from a Knowledge Forum database where
181students are working together on the problem: How do the parts of the Digestive System work
182together to carry out the job of the system? The View is initially empty of content, save for any
183graphics that have been created on the View. The graphic for this View includes a statement of
184the shared problem along with a drawing of the Digestive System with colored boxes
185corresponding to key parts of the system (e.g., the green box corresponds to the mouth, the
186blue box corresponds to the gullet). Students generate Notes in order to share their ideas, which
187then appear as Note icons in the View. Students are able to click on the icon of a Note that they
188wish to read, and the Note will open to show the content. Here we see the content of one Note
189titled “How do the mouth and gullet work together” where a student has shared the idea: the
190mouth and the gullet work together because the mouth chews the food and the gullet helps to
191push the food done [down]. Students can also add content (build-on) to any of the Notes in the
192database, which then appear as Build-On Note icons in the View. A Build-On Note icon has a
193dot and a connected link to the original Note. As students continue to build on each other’s
194Notes then threads of these icons form on the View.

Fig. 1Q22 The basic moves of the Progressive-Improvement Game
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195Even though all of the Note icons that show up on the View look similar, the content of
196each Note or Build-On can be distinguished by the type of scaffold that a student uses to
197construct the content. Figure 3 shows an open Note with “theory-building scaffolds.” When
198students contribute content to the community’s shared inquiry, they can choose a scaffold that
199identifies the type of contribution they are making: My Theory, I need to understand (INTU),
200New information, This theory cannot explain, A better theory, and Putting our knowledge
201together. These default theory-building scaffolds in Knowledge Forum were specifically
202designed by the developers to support students in advancing their ideas. They are intended
203to direct learners in ways that support progressive idea improvement without constraining such
204actions to fixed sequences or “fill-in-the-blanks forms” (Scardamalia 2004, p. 7).
205The moves of the Progressive-Improvement Game (Fig. 1) correspond directly with these
206theory-building scaffolds in Knowledge Forum. In game terms, we can conceptualize the
207Knowledge Forum view as a “game board.” The Notes and Build-On’s can be viewed as
208“game-pieces” that can be used to make moves on the game board. Playing the Progressive-

Fig. 2 A Knowledge Forum View with Notes and Build-On’s from a Primary 4 database

Fig. 3 A Knowledge Forum Note showing the default Theory Building scaffolds

K. Bielaczyc, J. Ow
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209Improvement Game involves making knowledge-building moves intended to advance under-
210standing of the problem the community is investigating. For example, in Fig. 2, the community
211is working on “How do the parts of the Digestive System work together to carry out the job of
212the system?” The open Note shows one student’s move, the contribution “My theory is that the
213mouth and the gullet work together because the mouth chews the food and the gullet helps to
214push the food done [down]”. In playing the Progressive-Improvement Game, this same student
215or another student can build-on to this Note by making a knowledge-building move such as
216asking a question or by providing new information. If the entire set of knowledge-building
217moves in the thread is constructed by the same student, then this corresponds to “single-
218player” epistemic game play. However, if different students contribute knowledge-building
219moves to advance the work of the original Note, then this corresponds to “multi-player”
220epistemic game play, which is much more common in Knowledge Forum’s CSCL environ-
221ment (see Fig. 4). It is possible to operate in both ways in Knowledge Forum, with all moves
222made in the View publicly available to the rest of the community.
223The point of the multi-player epistemic game play is that in playing the Progressive-
224Improvement Game, students do not need to make the full range of moves by themselves.
225Instead, knowledge advances can be made through interaction with each other’s contribu-
226tions5. In order to support such multi-player moves, Knowledge Forum makes available the
227ideas, questions, and results of investigative work and exchanges to all members of the
228community. Thus, one student can propose an initial idea, a different student may indepen-
229dently carry out investigative work related to this idea, and yet a different student may
230contribute an insight that comes from synthesizing the investigative work with the contribu-
231tions made by others. Playing epistemic games as a collective permits students to participate in
232the distributed construction of knowledge, which may allow a classroom community to
233advance further on problems than might be possible by individual epistemic game play alone.
234To summarize, the Knowledge-Forum View can be understood as a collective space where
235game-pieces in the form of Notes and Build-On’s can be used to make knowledge-building
236moves –- actions that players take in order to advance knowledge given a particular board
237configuration. Knowledge-building moves in accord with the Progressive-Improvement Game
238are more strategic than others, and lead to higher-quality game play. Because the game pieces
239and their configurations on the game board provide concrete, point-at-able visualizations of the
240community’s knowledge work, they visually aid discourse concerning “strategic knowledge-
241building moves.” This provides a powerful way for the students and teachers to talk about
242actions that contribute toward progressively improving the knowledge within a given problem
243space.
244The implementation path that we construct draws from this multi-player epistemic games
245approach. In the remaining sections of the paper, we investigate how socializing students into
246playing the Progressive-Improvement Game can be used to support classroom-based enact-
247ments of the KBC model. In order to examine our design theories in practice, we present
248research on Ideas First, a design-based research program involving enactments of the KBC
249model in Singaporean primary science classrooms (Bielaczyc and Ow 2007, 2010; Ow and
250Bielaczyc 2007; 2008).

5 Note that we did not speak of “interactions among the players themselves,” but instead of “interactions among
the player’s contributions.” In KBC classrooms, just as in disciplinary communities, the players need not engage
each other personally for their contributions to interact and lead to advances in the community’s knowledge. Of
course, as in disciplinary communities, personal interactions and collaborations among students can also play a
valuable role within the classroom community.
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251Ideas first: Supporting the enactment of the KBC model in singapore classrooms

252Over the past several years we have been engaged in a design-based research program in a
253Singapore primary school. Ideas First is a full 2-year Science program co-designed with
254primary school teachers that has been operating in 14 Primary 3 and 4 classrooms since 2006
255(Bielaczyc and Ow 2007, 2010; Ow and Bielaczyc 2007, 2008). Ideas First was initiated by
256John Ow, the Science Head-of-Department in Townsville Primary School, as a means of
257supporting 21st century learning in alignment with the Singapore Ministry of Education’s
258(MOE) Teach Less, Learn More policy6.
259We view our role as working together with the teachers (and students and the other
260stakeholders from the school and MOE) to find ways to engage students and teachers from
261typical Singaporean primary school classrooms toward creating science classrooms that
262function as knowledge-building communities. In Ideas First, Scardamalia’s (2002)
263knowledge-building principles were central to the design process. Prior to the project, science
264lessons were scheduled in 30-min periods where topics were segmented into short presenta-
265tions and related problem sets. Given the high-stakes nature of the Singaporean exam system,
266the focus tended toward “coverage” of key topics and practice on exam-type questions with
267“model answers.” Based on the knowledge-building principles, the lessons were restructured
268into extended inquiry involving students working collectively to advance the classroom
269community’s understanding with regard to specific problems (e.g.,Why are flowers important
270to plants? How do living things grow?)7. Students’ ideas became the centerpiece of the
271curriculum (“ideas first”), with the intention of shifting toward treating ideas as objects to be
272worked with and improved.

273Engaging students in the progressive improvement of ideas

274Although Knowledge Forum has been designed with particular affordances to support idea
275improvement, the developers point out that actually engaging students in the progressive
276improvement of ideas can be difficult. According to Scardamalia and Bereiter (2006), “gen-
277erating ideas appears to come naturally to people, especially children, but sustained effort to
278improve ideas does not” (p. 100). The challenge involves both “developing a disposition to

6 This Ministry of Education policy emphasizes curricular depth over breadth.
7 It should be noted that the Ideas First curriculum maintained the original curricular objectives. However,
“coverage” was not achieved through a linear sequence of topic-by-topic alignment to curriculum guidelines, but
rather a more interconnected approach. Lampert (1996) details such approaches to curriculum coverage.

Fig. 4 Single-player knowledge moves (left) compared to distributed, multi-player knowledge moves (right)
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279work at idea improvement” (p. 100), as well as developing strategies that enable participants to
280actually advance their ideas. In Ideas First we focus on creating a classroom culture in which
281these dispositions and strategies are part of the classroom norms and practices. The goal is for
282idea improvement to become part of “what we do around here” and to foster strategies for
283making knowledge-building moves through community actions.
284As a starting place for such culture building in Ideas First, the first day of Primary 3 Science
285class opens with a whole class discussion of “How do Scientists make sense of the world?”
286The discussion highlights the underpinnings of Ideas First, such as working as a science
287community to understand questions that we have about the world and how, like Scientists, we
288keep working to improve our ideas and explanations. The importance of situating epistemic
289games within the culture of a community of practice is similarly highlighted in Shaffer’s work
290on “epistemic frames” (Shaffer 2006). Shared understandings (e.g., practices, knowledge,
291identity, values) within the community shape and help support (i.e., “frame”) the epistemic
292game play engaged in by participants.
293These early discussions about the parallels between Ideas First classrooms and the Science
294community are supported by the We Work as a Science Community Handout (Fig. 5). This
295initial handout has several key elements. The handout shows photos of students from the
296school carrying out investigations along with the quote “I am doing my part in a community
297that is making progress on important problems.”8 The intention is to signal students’ social
298identity within knowledge-building classrooms: we can work together on problems and carry
299out investigations in many different ways. The handout also presents parallels between the
300students’ work and how Scientists make sense of the world. In order to initiate conversation
301about the Progressive-Improvement Game, the theory-building scaffolds from Knowledge
302Forum are introduced as part of a process for how to “answer questions that we have about
303the world.”
304In order to learn how to make strategic knowledge-building moves that allow students to
305“work as a science community,” it is critical to work together toward understanding knowledge
306building itself: What do we mean by “improving an idea”? How can we work together to
307advance our understanding? Insight into critical events and features contributes to developing
308an epistemological perspective on community practices and an understanding of the moves,
309constraints, and strategies for working with various forms of knowledge (i.e., epistemic
310fluency). To gain such insights, students and teachers need a means for making visible and
311reflecting upon knowledge-building processes in an accessible manner. Although Knowledge
312Forum provides a public space that captures the knowledge work of the community and makes
313it available for such reflection, we have found that when students and teachers are new to the
314KBC model that it can be difficult for them to “see” the critical events and features in
315Knowledge Forum (refer to Frederiksen et al. 1998 for similar findings in teacher video
316clubs). That is, in Knowledge Forum the game play progresses rapidly and the pace of
317contributions varies across students. We became interested in designing ways to slow down
318this process in order to provide the ability to engage step-by-step in one sequence of
319knowledge-building moves. Focusing the entire class on one move at a time is intended to
320provide an opportunity to examine the moves made by all members of the community and for
321students to compare and contrast different knowledge-building moves and the reasoning
322behind them. Students may also come to see more clearly how their ideas can be used by
323other students to progressively improve an explanation.
324Thus, we became interested in designing tools that would provide a lens for investigating
325the work of the knowledge-building community (both online in Knowledge Forum and

8 Quote adapted from Bereiter (2002).
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326offline). Specifically, we wanted to make visible key aspects of the processes involved in the
327progressive improvement of ideas. Toward this end, we created two specific types of scaf-
328folding tools that isolate parts of the full Progressive-Improvement Game for practice and
329reflection: Think Cards and hypothetical game-configurations. The Think Cards are used in
330the first half of Primary 3 (Fig. 6). The hypothetical game-configurations are used when
331students move to using Knowledge Forum in the remaining half of Primary 3 and all of
332Primary 4. We describe each of these epistemic game scaffolding tools, in turn, below.

333Think cards: Learning to make knowledge-building moves

334The Think Cards support actions consistent with the Progressive-Improvement Game by
335focusing on an initial idea-new information-improved idea sequence of knowledge-building
336moves (Fig. 7). The goal is to challenge the prevailing classroom culture where students’

Fig. 5 We work as a Science Community Handout (2-sided handout)

Fig. 6 Use of epistemic game scaffolding tools across Primary 3 and Primary 4
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337written responses tend to be viewed as static entities that either correctly match a
338predetermined model answer or are “wrong.” This is done in multiple ways. First, the Think
339Cards introduce a multi-step process that extends over multiple days or weeks. In addition, the
340Think Cards physically reify students’ explanations (My Idea is…), the new information that
341they bring to their inquiry (New information…), questions that drive their inquiry (INTU stands
342for “I need to understand”), and improvements that they make to their explanations (A Better
343Idea is…). Further, each child can physically accompany the written form of his or her idea
344into a group discussion, thereby disrupting the conception that a written idea is a static
345response to a question when the child holding the Think Card is asked by peers to further
346elaborate the idea or the child defends the idea when it is challenged. Such oral interactions
347may also help set the foundations for the back-and-forth of multi-player knowledge-building
348moves.
349Within each unit, the class works together on Problems such as “why are flowers important
350to plants?”9 The first Think Card, My Idea is…, is used to encourage students to write down
351their initial explanation for the problem. These, My Idea is… Think Cards are then shared in
352the public space (via the visualizer or whiteboard for the whole class, or in small-group
353discussions) in order to make visible the diversity of ideas that are now available as resources
354for members of the community (Fig. 8). In essence, what begins as “My Idea is…” becomes
355“Our Ideas are.” To support such sharing, teachers work to create what Scardamalia (2002)
356refers to as an atmosphere of “psychological safety” –- setting the classroom norm of respect
357for others’ ideas.

Fig. 7 Ideas First Think Cards

9 Students work on a common problem of understanding that is provided to the whole class in order to address
curricular time constraints due to high-stakes testing. In Singapore, the school year comprises four 10-week
terms. In this school there were 2–2.5 h of Science scheduled per week in Primary 3 and 4, and an exam period at
the end of every term. There is also a national curriculum specifying science objectives to be covered in
preparation for the Primary School Leaving Exam (PSLE), a national exam given at the end of Primary 6.
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358The New Information… Card is used to introduce a possible knowledge-building move
359toward progressively improving initial ideas. Rather than using resources to “find the answer,”
360the focus is on using books, videos, the Internet, activities, and other people as resources for
361information that can help in creating an explanation for the problem. In many classes, students
362begin bringing resources from the public library and home to share with the class. The
363students’ work from these cards is also shared in the public space at various points across
364the course of the investigations (Fig. 8). Class discussions center on issues such as why certain
365resources are useful (with some classes discussing the trustworthiness of science content in
366sources such as children’s cartoons and television shows) and the mechanics of note taking,
367which is a new skill for these 9-year olds. Discussions also include the practice of citing
368sources in order to return to particular resources if necessary.
369The use of the Think Cards occurs over multiple science periods across 8–10 weeks. The
370initial idea cards lead into research with various resources to collect new information centered
371on the class problem. During their investigations, students generate as many New
372Information… Cards as they wish. Their work then culminates in A Better Idea is… Card,
373where students are meant to synthesize their learning into an improved explanation for the
374problem. Finally, the whole class shares the improved ideas from the A Better Idea is… Cards
375in order to “pull-together” the explanation the class has generated for the problem at this point
376in time (Fig. 8). Because all three cards are repeatedly shared with other class members
377through whole-class and small-group discussions, the game play is able to extend beyond
378individual knowledge moves to permit the exchange of student work across cards.
379The Think Cards make visible the diversity of ideas that students generate for a particular
380problem of understanding and that can be collected from various resources, and the multiple

Public
Sharing
And
Discussion

…

Public
Sharing
And
Discussion

…

Pull-Together:
Our Best 
Explanation
(So Far)

…

Socialization into Collective Work with Knowledge Phase 1: First Half Primary 3
Scaffolded game play focused on the initial idea-new information-improved idea sequence using Think Cards

Socialization into Collective Work with Knowledge Phase 2: Second Half Primary 3 and all of Primary 4
Full game play in Knowledge Forum interspersed with focused practice using Hypothetical-Game Configurations

Time

Q4 Fig. 8
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381pathways possible in moving from initial ideas to the construction of new knowledge. In this
382way, the Think Cards open up a space for discourse concerning the meaning of idea
383improvement. Reflecting on the moves students make with the cards provides a means for
384more deeply understanding the practices of knowledge-building communities.

385Investigating students’ work with think cards

386We were interested in whether the students were able to use the Think Cards as supports for
387improving their ideas. Here we examine students’ first experience with the Think Cards as they
388work on the common problem for Unit 1: How do we know if something is a “living thing”?
389The data set includes Think Cards for a single unit in Primary 3 classes for a given year.
390During the first year of implementing the Think Cards, the cards were not collected back in all
391classes, so the present analysis focuses on the second year of using Think Cards when we were
392able to secure a more complete data set. In the second year, one teacher did not collect back the
393cards and one class did not complete the A Better Idea is… Card for the unit, as the teacher
394reported running out of time prior to the exam period. Therefore the data set comprises Think
395Cards from six Primary 3 classes. We focused only on Think Cards for which we had the
396complete initial idea-new information-improved idea sequence of cards. The data used for the
397analyses involved Think Card sequences from 187 students (21 of 208 students were excluded
398for incomplete sequences).
399The content of the Think Cards for one student is shown in Fig. 9. For the initial My Idea
400is… Card, the student generated four ideas (living things need air, food, and water; they can
401move, eat, and talk; living things are mammals because they give birth to young; they can
402grow). All four of these ideas would be considered as making a contribution to explaining the
403problem, even though some of these ideas apply to only a small subset of living things (e.g.,
404talking, giving birth to young). That is, when a knowledge-building community is working on
405a problem for which the canonical explanations are not known to the community, the work
406involves working together to investigate the plausibility of the diversity of explanations
407generated by community members. Even though some of the proposed ideas may turn out

Fig. 9 Example of one student’s Think Cards for Unit
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408to better explain the problem than others, the process of determining the plausibility and
409contribution of each proposal can contribute to overall community understanding. Thus, even
410though “talking” is not a characteristic of all living things, working together to discuss whether
411this characteristic applies to a variety of known living things (humans? parrots? plants?
412insects? Koko?), can engage students in powerful epistemic practices (e.g., finding evidence,
413generating contradictory cases, explanation refinement) and help to advance the community’s
414explanation for the problem.
415For the New Information… Card, the student has listed three pieces of information. One,
416they grow, they reproduce, they die, includes a reference to a specific page of the science
417textbook. Unit 1 includes specific lessons focused on how to use textbooks as a source of
418information, which was reflected in several of the students’ cards. Another, they need sunlight
419to grow, includes a reference to a classmate named Gayathri. This peer reference may have
420come from a personal conversation, small-group work, or a whole-class discussion.
421For the A Better Idea is… Card, the student has written four ideas. Two ideas, living things
422need air, food, and water and all living things will grow, have been consistently stated across
423all three Think Cards. The student writes two improved ideas, the first, some living things are
424mammals and some are not improves the initial idea that living things are mammals; the
425second some mammals give birth to their young and some lay eggs improves the initial idea
426that mammals give birth to their young. It is important to note that the ideas in the A Better
427Idea is… Card would not be marked “correct” if they were responses to questions on a
428worksheet modeled on examination papers. For example, the idea some living things are
429mammals and some are not would not be given full marks because it fails to list the other
430groups of living things in the syllabus, leaving out “insects,” “birds,” “plants,” and “fungi.”
431However, the student’s particular line of inquiry appears to be focused on mammals, and the
432move from living things are mammals to some living things are mammals is an improvement.
433Several of the ideas in this student’s A Better Idea is… Card show greater clarity as to whether
434certain characteristics apply to “all mammals” and “all living things.” Such distinctions can
435help the community to better understand the problem and provide opportunities for further
436inquiry and improvement.
437This student has also used the Think Cards to record several INTU’s such as why do
438mammals have feelings? why must we have lungs? why must we have bones? Although the
439INTU… section on the Think Cards is intended to encourage students to generate questions
440that help them to deepen their understanding of the problem under investigation, this student
441and many others also used the space to record a variety of questions of interest or wonderment.

442Use of the think cards to make appropriate knowledge-building moves In examining the initial
443ideas that students generated for theMy Idea is… Card for Unit 1, it is important to understand
444the context in which the common problem of understanding was set. In the class prior to the
445introduction of theMy Idea is… Card, students observed tanks of fish. The tanks contained live
446fish and toy fish. Students observed the fish and created classification trees based on a variety
447of characteristics. For example, some of the live fish and toy fish had striped bodies, so one
448classification tree created by students had the categories “bodies with stripes” and “bodies with
449no stripes.” In the subsequent lesson, the community problem is framed by presenting a case
450where a friend is confused by the classification of the fish into “living things” and “non-living
451things.” The friend wonders what it means to be a living thing, so the class community is asked
452to work on the problem of explaining “How do we know if something is a “living thing”?” The
453problem itself was framed in general terms, however it was grounded in the fish context in
454order to draw from students’ own experiences. In encouraging students to generate ideas that
455help the community to construct an explanation for the problem, we found that if students
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456struggled to express their ideas in general terms, teachers encouraged students to generate
457ideas based on the concrete case of the fish. Most students expressed their ideas more generally
458(as shown in Fig. 9), however we also analyzed the cards for general (living things) versus
459concrete (specific to fish) expression of ideas.
460One of the central interests that we had in analyzing the Think Cards was whether students
461were using the cards to carry out appropriate knowledge-building moves as they worked to
462generate explanations for the problem. Because this was the students’ first time generating
463knowledge-building moves, we were interested in the types of moves made by students at each
464step of the initial idea-new information-improved idea sequence.

465In order to examine the knowledge-building moves students made with each card, we
466developed a two-step analytic process. We used this approach because students tended to
467generate multiple ideas on each card (as shown in Fig. 9). In the first step, we categorized each
468individual entry on a given card as a valid or invalid knowledge-building move. In the second
469step, we then used these individual entry categories to characterize each Think Card as a whole.
470For the first step in analyzing the My Idea is… Cards, we determined whether a particular
471entry constituted an initial explanation for the problem. For the New Information… Cards, we
472determined whether a particular piece of gathered information could help in explaining the
473problem under investigation. Three categories emerged:

474& Contributes to the explanation of the problem. For example, “Living things will grow from
475small to big,” or “Living things need air, food and water.”
476& Contributes to the explanation of why fish are living things. For example, “Fish in tank 1
477can move, but Fish in tank 2 cannot move,” or “The fishes in Tank 1 can die but the fishes
478in Tank 2 can’t die.”
479& Not related to the problem and does not contribute to the explanation. For example, “If a
480bird cannot fly, the bird must stay in the bird nest,” or “The Venus Fly Trap traps very
481small animals.”

482For the first step in analyzing the Better Idea is… Cards, we determined whether a particular
483entry contributed an improved explanation for the problem. Three categories emerged:

484& Idea that improves the explanation of the problem. Ideas that improve the explanations for
485the problem included ideas that:

486○ synthesized ideas of information into overarching concepts, (e.g., a student’s initial idea
487that “living things swim, fly and walk” can be synthesized as “living things move”).
488○ generalized initial ideas such that they were applicable to all living things (e.g., a
489student’s initial idea was specific to fishes “there was something to help the fish get
490oxygen in tank 1 and the fish can swim,” while the improved explanation of this ideas
491was the generalization of the characteristics observed in fishes to living things, “Living
492things need air…”).
493○ provided additional information or evidence in support of a claim, (e.g. a student’s
494initial idea was “It can grow” referring to a characteristic of living things, while the
495improved explanation elaborated on this characteristic providing evidence to support the
496idea “Living things can grow (Luke). Evidence: Small plants grow into big plants. Babies
497grow bigger to become adults.”)

498& Ideas that further contributed to the explanation of why fish are living things.
499& Idea that does not improve the explanation of the problem. Ideas that do not improve the
500explanation for the problem included ideas that
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501○ repeated ideas in the My Idea is… Card, (e.g., the same ideas about living things “Can
502move, can write, can blink the eyes, it can talk and it can walk” was repeated in the My
503Idea is… and A Better Idea is… Cards).
504○ added more information but did not contribute to furthering the explanation of the problem,
505(e.g., some ideas a student had in theMy Idea is… Card were “A snake is a living thing but it
506has no legs. A piece of paper is not a living thing because it does not need what the human
507needs….” and in theABetter Idea is…Cardmore informationwas added that did not improve
508the explanation “Clouds moving across the sky are non-living things. Worms are living.
509Flowers are living. Computer that can talk are non-living. The sun is non-living.”).

510The second step in the analysis for all three cards involved categorizing each student’s card
511as a whole. In order to accomplish this, the categories corresponding to each entry on a given
512card were then used to classify the number of ideas corresponding to generating a valid
513knowledge-building move.
514In one class, the A Better Idea is… Cards were all the same. The teacher for this class
515explained that since her class is a low-performing class that she did not think that her students
516would be able to generate better ideas on their own. Instead, she worked with the whole class to
517generate better ideas for the problem, with each student copying the result of the discussion onto
518their A Better Idea is…Card. We excluded this class from the A Better Idea is…Card analyses,
519as we wanted the table to reflect the results of student efforts in using the Think Cards.
520Table 1 presents the results of the analysis. Two independent coders were trained to apply
521the coding scheme to the Think Cards, with 92 % agreement across the entire corpus. Full
522agreement on the corpus was achieved through discussion. In examining students’ use of the
523My Idea is… and New Information… Cards, the majority of students were able to generate
524ideas that corresponded to valid knowledge-building moves, 87.7 % and 89.8 %, respectively.
525For the A Better Idea is… Card, the results are more mixed. The analyses suggest that only
52625.7 % of students are able to generate valid knowledge-building moves involving idea
527improvement, with roughly the same proportion of students unable to improve upon any of
528their ideas (23.7 %). The other students appear to be somewhere in between. The analyses also
529indicate that the students who started out generating ideas specifically about fish moved on to
530generating more general ideas about living things after a whole-class sharing of the My Idea
531is… Cards and gathering new information.

532Students’ citations of sources of information We further analyzed the New Information…
533Cards in order to better understand students’ citation of resources. As seen in Fig. 9, as
534students collected information, some cited sources such as other people (typically classmates,

t1:1 Table 1 Students’ use of the Think Cards to generate knowledge-building moves

t1:2 Type of knowledge-building move

t1:3 Type of Think Card Most ideas
contribute to a
relevant KB
move

Only some ideas
contribute to a
relevant KB move

The ideas
contributed
are specific to
fish

None of the ideas
contributed to a
relevant KB move

t1:4 My Idea is… Card (164) 87.7 % (1) 0.5 % (18) 9.7 % (4) 2.1 %

t1:5 New Information…
Card

(168) 89.8 % (5) 2.7 % (2) 1.1 % (12) 6.4 %

t1:6 A Better Idea is…
Card

(39) 25.7 % (75) 49.3 % (2) 1.1 % (36) 23.7 %
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535but sometimes others such as teachers and parents) and resources such as textbooks, movies, or
536websites. In this first unit on Living Things, the primary resources listed by students were
537either classmates or textbooks. The results of analyzing students’ citations of information
538sources in the New Information… Cards are presented in Table 2. The majority of students
539(71.1 %) cited sources of information in their New Information… Cards: 62 students (33.2 %)
540cited only the textbook, 26 students (13.9 %) cited only classmates, and 45 students (24 %)
541cited both classmates and the textbook. Roughly a quarter of the students (28.9 %) did not cite
542the sources for the information collected on their New Information… Cards.

543Students’ questions in the INTU section of the cards We also examined the questions that
544students posed in the INTU section of the Think Cards. The questions were coded for their
545potential contribution to explaining the problem. Three categories emerged from the analysis
546of student responses:

547& Questions that potentially contribute to explaining the problem. For example, “Why do
548living things need water?” and “Why do living things respond to changes?’ These
549questions have the potential to improve ideas by deepening an explanation of why an
550organism is a living thing.
551& Questions of wonderment. For example, “How does a mimosa plant close up?” and “Why
552does a stone fish look like a stone?” These questions do not improve ideas explaining why
553an organism is a living thing. Rather they are questions focused on students’ interest about
554specific characteristics of an organism.
555& No questions posed. The results of analyzing the types of questions that students
556generated in the INTU section of the Think Cards are presented in Table 3. Most students
557did generate questions in the course of using the Think Cards (84.5 %), some that had the
558potential to deepen understanding of the specific problem under investigation (85 students
559(45.5 %)), with others focusing on questions of more general interest (73 students
560(39.0 %)).

561Discussion of the think card analyses

562It appears that even in the first unit, the Primary 3 students were able to make many valid
563knowledge-building moves. In examining the My Idea is… and New information… Cards, we
564found that the majority of students were able to generate initial ideas for the problem and
565collect information that could be used in constructing an explanation. Further, most students
566cited the sources of their information. Incorporating the ideas of others into one’s investigation
567may lead to valuing the contributions made by others, which is important in multi-player
568epistemic game play in Knowledge Forum.
569The analyses of the A Better Idea is… Cards indicate that far fewer students were able to
570improve their ideas than were able to generate initial ideas or collect new information. These
571results are consistent with Scardamalia and Bereiter’s claim that “generating ideas appears to
572come naturally to people, especially children, but sustained effort to improve ideas does not”
573(Scardamalia and Bereiter 2006, p. 100). Through repeated experiences with the Think Cards

t2:1 Table 2 Students’ citations of information sources in the New Information… Cards

t2:2 Textbooks only Classmates only Classmates & textbooks No citations of source

t2:3 Citations provided (62) 33.2 % (26) 13.9 % (45) 24.0 % (54) 28.9 %
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574and focused reflection on students’ contributions to the A Better Idea is… Card, the intention is
575to help students acquire a feel for this move and develop strategies for improving ideas. In the
576next set of analyses on hypothetical game-configurations (below), we are able to examine the
577effects of repeated experiences.
578The analyses of the INTU’s indicate that students are also developing the capacity to
579generate questions that help them better understand a problem. Although a large number of
580students’ questions were questions of wonderment (e.g., why does a cheetah run so fast?),
581rather than questions directed to the specific problem under investigation (e.g., why does the
582animals need food, water and air but why tables and chairs do not need?), wonderment
583questions themselves have value in engaging students’ interest in science and may provide
584paths for personal investigation. Based on the analyses, we were not able to determine whether
585students are unable to generate questions directed to the specific problem, or whether they
586write their questions of wonderment in the section for INTU’s because they have no other
587place to write their personal questions. As our work progresses we want to be sure that students
588understand the differences between question types and perhaps use varying prompts in order to
589support them.
590Overall, the Think Cards data indicate that students within each class generated both valid
591and invalid knowledge-building moves at each step in the initial idea-new information-
592improved idea sequence. There were also differences in the content of students’ ideas. This
593diversity across students’ contributions can be used to support our central design goals for the
594Think Cards, namely to make visible a variety of knowledge-building moves in the
595Progressive-Improvement Game and to create a space for discourse about idea improvement.

596Hypothetical game-configurations: Interspersing isolated practice with full game play

597Students used the Think Cards only in the first half of Primary 3. They then moved into full-
598game play in Knowledge Forum starting in the second half (see Fig. 8). As described above,
599Knowledge Forum itself provides a rich means for reflecting on key aspects of knowledge
600building. To complement this, we wanted to provide a way for students to continue to practice
601and discuss specific elements of epistemic game play (e.g., making a build-on that advances an
602idea). Hypothetical game-configurations were used to support such focused practice across the
603Primary 3 and Primary 4 years. Applying the game metaphor, we used a parallel to sports
604teams where both full-length games and targeted practice sessions are a continual part of a
605player’s development. Similarly, our approach in Ideas First was intended to support a
606continual cycling of full epistemic game play online in Knowledge Forum and isolated practice
607of particular knowledge-building moves offline using hypothetical game-configurations.
608Classes worked on various hypothetical-game configurations during the second half of
609Primary 3 and throughout all of Primary 4. Figure 10 shows one of the hypothetical game-
610configurations used in Primary 3 for the class problem:What do we mean when we say “living
611things grow”? The configuration shows a hypothetical Knowledge Forum Note and a Build-
612on written by imaginary students Ariana and Chi Lok, respectively. Students were asked

t3:1 Table 3 Students’ generation of questions in the INTU section of the Think Cards

t3:2 Most have potential to deepen
understanding

Some have potential to deepen
understanding

Questions of
wonderment

No INTU

t3:3 Questions
generated

(34) 18.2 % (51) 27.3 % (73) 39.0 % (29) 15.5 %
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613whether they think that Chi Lok’s build-on helps toward making a better explanation.
614Examples of student responses in this case included:

615& Yes, he gave Ariana’s idea an example of an animal that change what they eat as they
616grow.
617& Yes, she explain more on the detales [details].
618& Yes. It is because Chi Lok says things related with Ariana note. Example Ariana say living
619things change what they eat as they grow and Chi Lok repled [replied] that caterpillar eat
620different thing and butturfly [butterfly] too.
621& No, because butterfly don’t eat animal dung and rotten fruit.
622& No, Ariana is talking about all living things while Chi Lok’s is talking about caterpillar
623and butterfly.
624& No. Because she should use her own brain to do her work.

625Student responses to the configuration in Fig. 10 are not intended to be “checked for
626correctness,” but rather to serve as a means for grounding community discourse about game
627play in concrete contexts. The diversity in student perspectives provides a rich set of ideas to
628interrogate further. For example, the responses shown could seed a discussion concerning
629helpful knowledge-building moves. The response … because butterfly don’t eat animal dung
630and rotten fruit may raise the question “What if someone contributes information that you
631disagree with?” Or the response… he gave Ariana’s idea an example…may lead to discussing

Fig. 10 Hypothetical game-configuration used in Primary 3
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632the usefulness of examples to support an explanation. Further, the statement that… she should
633use her own brain to do her work could initiate community discussion regarding the norms of
634classroom culture, such as “why might we want to (or not want to) share our ideas and work
635together?”
636Hypothetical game-configurations were typically used to support the students and
637teacher within a particular classroom in reflecting on their epistemic game play.
638Teachers could tailor the hypothetical game-configurations to show specific configu-
639rations drawn from their class’s game play in Knowledge Forum –- essentially “freezing the
640game board” in order to examine particular contexts and discuss existing and potential
641knowledge-building moves.
642We also wanted to provide a way for the students and teachers across Primary 3 and 4 to
643discuss student development of knowledge building strategies at the cohort level. To aid in
644such a reflection, we worked with the teachers to co-design hypothetical game-configurations
645to be used as part of the practical examinations for Primary 3 and 4. The practical examinations
646were chosen because they did not have the pressure of the “high-stakes tests” given
647during the mid-point and end of each school year. This atmosphere seemed more
648conducive to playing with ideas using epistemic games. Using the administration
649period of the practical examination for the hypothetical game-configurations permitted
650more uniform data collection from all students at a given point in time. A common
651administration also provided a shared reflective learning opportunity for both the
652teachers and students. The teachers worked together to examine student work on the practical,
653discussing student responses and comparing knowledge-building moves across the
654cohort. In addition, each teacher discussed the various knowledge-building moves with his
655or her class of students.

656Investigating students’ work with hypothetical game-configurations

657We were interested in how the students worked with the various hypothetical game-
658configurations. Here we investigated one particular cohort’s work with the configurations
659from the practical exam across their Primary 3 and 4 years. Examining the types of knowledge-
660building moves made by the same set of students across years provides an opportunity to
661examine the data for evidence of growth.
662Figure 11 shows the hypothetical game-configuration created for the Primary 3 practical.
663The configuration shows a set of hypothetical Notes and Build-on’s for students working on
664the problem: How do living things grow? The same format was used for the Primary 4
665practical, with a focus on the problem: How does heat affect different objects in the world
666around us?
667Students worked on the practical configurations in two parts: (1) evaluating whether a given
668knowledge-building move contributes to constructing an explanation, and (2) generating their
669own knowledge-building moves in order to contribute to constructing an explanation. The
670configuration was printed on A3-sized paper. For the first part, the paper was folded so that the
671focus was on the top configuration (see Fig. 11a). Students were asked to consider four build-
672on’s to a given Note and to judge whether each of the build-on’s contributes toward making a
673better explanation (e.g., Does this build-on help Ariana to make a better explanation? Yes/No).
674For the second part, the paper was unfolded and shown in full (see Fig. 11b). Students were
675asked to choose one thread and to generate a build-on that contributed toward making a better
676explanation (e.g., Ariana, Priya, and Jamie are working to make a good explanation for the
677problem. Can YOU MAKE A BUILD-ON to help them?). Student work with these configu-
678rations is explained in more detail below.
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679Student evaluations of knowledge-building moves We analyzed students’ evaluations of
680whether a given knowledge-building move contributed to constructing an explanation
681in the first part of the practical configuration (Fig. 11a). Each build-on corresponded
682to a particular type of knowledge-building move. The repeated measures across the
6832 years involved providing build-on’s of the types: asking an INTU to clarify ideas,
684improving an idea, and an invalid knowledge-building move of introducing informa-
685tion completely unrelated to the inquiry. In order to examine how students handled
686less familiar knowledge-building moves using Knowledge Forum scaffolds, one of the
687evaluation items in each year introduced such a move. In Primary 3 students were
688asked to evaluate a build-on that involved providing relevant evidence (using the Evidence
689scaffold). Primary 4 students were asked to evaluate a build-on suggesting a different idea

Fig. 11 One of the hypothetical game-configuration used as part of the practical examination
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F 690(using the Different Idea scaffold). Table 4 presents the results of examining student evaluations

691of the given knowledge-building moves in Primary 3 and Primary 4.
692The results suggest that students were better able to identify familiar knowledge-buildingmoves
693contributing to the construction of explanations in Primary 4 compared to Primary 3. This included
694moves such as asking an INTU to clarify ideas (38.8 % to 63.6 %) and improving an idea (87.5 %
695to 90.1 %). In Primary 3, 72.5 % of students were able to recognize an invalid knowledge-building
696move. In Primary 4, 69.8 % students identified such a move. A possible explanation for this slight
697decline may be that the invalid moves involved introducing “off-topic information,” and students
698may have had a more difficult time recognizing off-topic information for a more complex subject
699matter such as heat in Primary 4 than for living things in Primary 3.

700Student-Generated Knowledge-building moves In order to analyze student ability in generat-
701ing build-on’s in the second section of the practical configuration, we created a coding scheme
702that characterized the nature of students’ knowledge-building moves. Build-on’s were catego-
703rized as representing either a valid or invalid knowledge-building move, with related sub-
704categories:

705Valid knowledge-building move

706○ Elaboration of ideas in thread: build-on’s that elaborate on the ideas in the thread. For
707example, if Notes in the thread focus on dogs and how puppies and dogs move in the
708same way and a build-on elaborates by giving further description of the types of
709movements: “Yes, puppies and dog move on the same way but when the little puppies
710run about they will fall down but dogs dosen’t.”
711○ Broadening of ideas in thread: build-on’s that expand the scope of ideas in the thread.
712For example, if Notes in the thread are centered on the change in what a cockroach
713eats as it grows and a build-on broadens the dimensions of cockroach growth to
714include change in size, “My idea is it do not change what they eat, they change
715what they look (i.e., bigger),” or broadens the list of example organisms that change
716what they eat as they grow, “My idea is that the caterpillar eats leaves while the butterfly
717eats pollen grains.”
718○ Proposing a causal mechanism: build-on’s that provide a causal mechanism for
719certain ideas expressed in the thread. For example, if Notes in the thread provide
720information that ducks fly but ducklings don’t fly and a build-on attempts to explain
721why this might be the case: “Ducklings never fly because their wings is too small to fly,
722ducks fly to find food.”
723○ INTU/Question asked: build-on’s that ask INTU’s or clarifying questions regarding the
724ideas in the thread. For example, a build-on such as “I need to understand What you
725mean? Can you give me an example?” Or, if Notes in the thread focus on dogs and how

t4:1 Table 4 Students’ evaluation of
knowledge-building moves for
constructing explanations

t4:2 Primary 3 Primary 4

t4:3 Recognizing valid moves

t4:4 • Asking an INTU to clarify ideas 38.8 % 63.6 %

t4:5 • Improving an idea 87.5 % 90.1 %

t4:6 • Providing relevant evidence 65.9 %

t4:7 • Suggesting a different idea 47.7 %

t4:8 Recognizing an invalid move

t4:9 • Introducing off-topic information 72.5 % 69.8 %
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726puppies and dogs move in the same way and a build-on asks a question: “I need to
727understand Dog how grow.”
728○ Instructional help: build-on’s that instruct others on how to make a move or critique
729elements of the thread. For example, “You are right. But where did you get that
730information from?” or “Jie Yao is right. All ducks fly but baby ducklings can’t fly.
731Why don’t you find out? Maybe you can search the internet or read books.”
732○ Direct contradiction: build-on’s that respond to a Note with content “X” with no
733elaboration beyond contradicting “X.” For example, if a Note in the thread contains the
734idea that “when a cockroach grows then what it eats changes” and the build-on simply
735contradicts with “cockroach don’t change diet.”

736& Invalid knowledge-building move

737○ Unrelated to explanation under construction: build-on’s that do not contain ideas
738related to the community’s work on the problem. For example, in a thread talking about
739how animals change how they move as they grow with examples given of how ducks and
740dogs change how they move, and a student builds-on with: “My idea is living things need
741air, food, water and sunlight” or “New information mealworm have four stages it is egg,
742larva, mealworm and adult”
743○ Knowledge-telling: build-on’s that add information to a topic in the thread, but the content is
744unrelated to the community’s work on the problem. The term “knowledge telling” is drawn
745fromScardamalia andBereiter’s research on novicewriters. The term describes awritingmove
746where students simply generate content related to a topic without attending fully to the
747requirements of the writing context (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1987). For example, in a thread
748talking about how animals change how they move as they grow with examples given of how
749ducks and dogs change how they move, a student builds-on by telling information about the
750topic ducks and dogs but unrelated to the inquiry: “My idea is they are mammals and dogs eat
751dog food too” or “After about a few days, a duckling will hatch out from a duck.”
752○ Copied content: build-on’s that directly repeat content from one of the given Notes in
753the configuration.
754○ Blank: when no content is provided.

755Two independent coders were trained to apply the coding scheme to build-on’s generated
756by students in both Primary 3 and Primary 4. Both coders analyzed the 273 build-on’s
757generated in Primary 3 and the 262 build-on’s generated in Primary 4, with 89.7 % agreement
758on the sub-categories across the entire corpus. Full agreement on the corpus was achieved
759through discussion. The results are presented in Tables 5 and 6.

760Discussion of the hypothetical game configuration analyses

761The hypothetical game-configurations were designed to complement the epistemic game play
762in Knowledge Forum by focusing an entire class on specific elements of play. The use of

t5:1 Table 5 Students’ Generation of Build-on’s (major categories)

t5:2 Primary 3 students Primary 4 students

t5:3 Valid Knowledge-building Move 183 (66 %) 247 (94 %)

t5:4 Invalid Knowledge-building Move 90 (34 %) 15 (6 %)
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763common game configurations as part of a practical examination for all students in Primary 3,
764and again in Primary 4, was intended to provide a means for examining and discussing student
765knowledge-building moves at the cohort level.
766The results of the analyses indicate improvement across the cohort from Primary 3 to
767Primary 4. In Primary 3, roughly one-third (34 %) of the students were unable to generate valid
768knowledge-building moves when presented with a specific Knowledge Forum “game board”
769and asked to generate a build-on that would help advance an explanation for a given problem.
770Most of these students were able to generate a build-on, but they tended to use either a
771“knowledge telling” move (i.e., if the prior Note mentions a certain animal then tell informa-
772tion about that animal) or to provide unrelated information. Because writing something rather
773than leaving a blank is often rewarded in examination contexts, these moves are strategic, just
774not strategic as part of multi-player engagement in the Progressive-Improvement Game. By
775Primary 4, only 6 % of students made invalid knowledge-building moves for a similar
776configuration.
777In moving from Primary 3 to Primary 4, the largest increases are seen in students generating
778build-on’s that elaborate on ideas in a thread (26 % to 45 %), broaden the scope of ideas
779discussed (12 % to 24 %), and pose questions (6 % to 13 %). The analyses also indicated a
780slight decrease (18 % to 11 %) in students making the move “Proposing causal mechanisms.”
781It may be the case that as the subject matter increases in difficulty (i.e., from the growth of
782living things to heat) that students become less comfortable making moves involving causal
783explanations.
784Although the numbers are small, one interesting category that emerged from the analysis
785was that of “instructional help.” This category refers to when students reflect on strategies for
786playing the game and the nature of the moves being made. For example:

787& Jie Yao is right. All ducks fly but baby ducklings can’t fly. Why don’t you find out? Maybe
788you can search the internet or read books. (Primary 3)
789& You are right. But where did you get that information from? (Primary 3)
790& Mealworms do change how they move because when they’re beetles they fly, instead of
791crawling. The earlier notes don’t explain anything about moving at all! (Primary 3)
792& The air has cooled down so the balloon got smaller. You can find it in your textbook.
793(Primary 4)

t6:1 Table 6 Students’ Generation of Build-on’s (sub-categories)

t6:2 Primary 3 Students Primary 4 Students

t6:3 Valid knowledge-building move

t6:4 Elaboration of ideas in thread 72 (26 %) 117 (45 %)

t6:5 Broadening of ideas in thread 33 (12 %) 64 (24 %)

t6:6 Proposing causal mechanism 48 (18 %) 28 (11 %)

t6:7 INTU/Question asked 17 (6 %) 34 (13 %)

t6:8 Instructional help 3 (1 %) 1 (0.3 %)

t6:9 Direct contradictions 10 (4 %) 3 (1 %)

t6:10 Invalid knowledge-building move

t6:11 Unrelated to explanation 31 (11 %) 1 (0.3 %)

t6:12 Knowledge-telling 37 (14 %) 5 (2 %)

t6:13 Copied content 17 (6 %) 6 (2 %)

t6:14 Blank 5 (2 %) 3 (1 %)
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794As students improved their ability to make valid knowledge-building moves across Primary
7953 to Primary 4, the number of “instructional help” moves decreased. Primary 3 students
796generated “instructional help” moves such as providing suggestions on how to look for
797information and the resources that could be used. These helping moves may have been used
798more in the first year when students were trying to learn how to play the epistemic game and
799were helping each other to do so. The decrease in the second year may be due to the improved
800ability of members of the community to independently carry out strategies to support their
801work with ideas.
802Primary 4 students also generated fewer “Direct contradictions” compared to Primary 3.
803Primary 4 students still made build-on’s where they disagreed with previous content in a
804thread, however they were more likely to elaborate on the ideas that they disagreed with by
805providing additional information or evidence.
806Because the interactions in Knowledge Forum can become quite involved with various
807build-on’s and threads of interaction, it is important for students to be comfortable navigating
808the game space and contributing to play. The results of analyzing students’ game play with the
809practical configuration across the 2 years suggests that students are becoming better able to
810work with Notes on the “game board” and join in the multi-player interaction with valid
811knowledge-building moves.

812Science learning in a knowledge-building community: Beyond model answers

813In the present paper, we illuminated a potential implementation path for “getting started” in
814enacting the KBC model in traditional classrooms. The intention was to support students in
815understanding and becoming participants in the epistemic practices of knowledge-building
816communities. Our analyses focused on whether the Primary 3 and 4 students improved in their
817ability to engage in the Progressive-Improvement Game. Although it is beyond the scope of
818this paper to provide in-depth analyses of the associated shifts in teacher practices across the
819years of the Ideas First program, we feel it is important to share some insights into this aspect
820of the work.
821The research on science education underscores the importance of actively participating in
822the epistemic practices of scientists and the governmental policies of many countries, including
823Singapore, underscore such learning. However, many countries are also driven by high-stakes
824exams that focus on content knowledge and skills that do not necessarily align with such
825epistemic practices. Teachers are often caught in between.
826In the Singaporean system, students in primary school take a high-stakes national exam at
827the end of Primary 6, with mid-year and end-year exams in Primary 2 through 5 used for
828tracking. Thus, the teachers that we worked with in Ideas First were understandably driven to
829have students excel on exams, rather than to become enculturated into the knowledge-building
830community of scientists. Many felt that it would be “more efficient” to just tell students the
831model answer and have them practice related exam questions, not to have students generate a
832diversity of ideas and work collectively to create an explanation. Over time, however, the
833process of working with a diversity of student ideas came to be seen as a possible way of
834developing a deeper understanding beyond the model answer.
835The teachers worked to co-design the Think Cards, and even though they were aware that
836the class would work together to improve ideas over time (fromMy Idea is… to gathering New
837Information… to refining A Better Idea is…), they still became concerned that the students’
838initial ideas did not match the “model answer.” This is not an uncommon “puzzling moment”
839(Ballenger, Q52009) or “teaching problem” (Lampert =Q61996) –- to overcome seeing students’ ideas
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840as “wrong answers” that pose a barrier to deeper understanding to instead working to use the
841diversity of student ideas as a resource in classroom inquiry. The Think Cards supported a way
842to publicly share students’ ideas and to facilitate interaction as part of a process of
843progressive improvement (refer to Fig. 8). As teachers started to engage more fully in
844this process, they began to see that a diversity of ideas could serve as a valuable
845resource for the class discussion, rather than a setback. Similarly, students were
846provided a way to work within a communal space of ideas toward progressively constructing
847an explanation for a problem under inquiry.
848As an example, the problem “How do we know if something is a ‘living thing’?”
849was intended to be quite open, unlike the typical exam question for the unit, “Name
850the characteristics of living things.” However, the model answer that teachers said
851they looked for was the same: Living things (1) need air, food, and water, (2) grow,
852(3) can reproduce, (4) can die, and (5) can move by themselves. Figure 12 shows
853three My Idea is… Cards drawn from one of the Primary 3 classes. Not one of the
854three cards matches this model answer, although each has ideas that can serve as a
855resource for class discussion. Such resources include listing characteristics of living
856things (e.g., need air, food, and water; can die; can lay many, many eggs), providing
857means for testing if something is a living thing (e.g., if it is moving; if you see
858bubbles moving out from the fish’s mouth), introducing the use of a classification
859table, and providing examples of both living things and non-living things. For
860instance, the statement that “living things can lay many, many eggs” and that dogs,
861cats, trees, and flowers are examples of living things can be used together to talk about
862characteristics that apply to all living things or some living things, possibly leading to

Fig. 12 My Idea is… Cards from three different students in one of the Primary 3 classes
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863discussing characteristics in common among dogs, cats, trees, and flowers. Further, looking
864together across the My Idea is… Cards can also lead to teachers and students making
865plans for gathering new information as part of the next move in the Progressive-
866Improvement Game. Such plans might include fleshing out certain areas or searching for
867evidence to support initial ideas.
868Similarly, when teachers had students work to pull-together an explanation for the problem
869under investigation from the A Better Idea is… Cards, they found that the diversity of ideas
870often permitted the class to construct a richer explanation than the model answer (Our Best
871Explanation (So Far) in Fig. 8). For example, for the problem “How do we know if something
872is a ‘living thing’?” the teachers had expected a model answer listing five characteristics. In
873each class, after students had used the Think Cards across an initial idea-new information-
874improved idea sequence of knowledge-building moves, the diversity of ideas that were
875available to use in pulling together the community’s explanation included not only these five
876characteristics, but also related evidence drawn from the textbook and class discussions,
877examples of living things and non-living things, and ways of testing (e.g., some children
878talked about withholding food or air as a means of testing if something was a living thing). The
879explanation that is co-constructed from pulling-together from the A Better Idea is… Cards is
880then available to all community members.
881One critical shift for teachers involved recognizing that in engaging in the multi-player
882epistemic game, that each individual student’s A Better Idea is… Card does not need to result
883in the same complete and correct explanation. Instead, there needed to be enough advancement
884made on the Think Cards across all individuals in order for the community to have the
885resources to draw from in pulling-together a robust explanation. Understanding this aspect
886of multi-player epistemic game play is aided by drawing upon parallels to the disciplinary
887culture of Science. Within the Science community, investigation of a common problem tends
888to lead to a diversity of inquiry processes and results. In turn, these diverse individual
889efforts provide insights and resources for advancing the community knowledge. This
890is a powerful epistemological insight, as Ford (2010) points out: “individuals do not
891construct scientific knowledge, communities do” (p. 269). Some teachers used these paral-
892lels to explicitly discuss similarities between student work and the epistemic practices of
893Scientists with their students.
894Although the work with multi-player epistemic games did not erase concerns with high-
895stakes exams, the teachers came to see that playing the Progressive-Improvement game
896provided a means for more students to engage deeply with the subject matter through having
897opportunities to generate and compare ideas, carry out research, and work together to co-
898construct explanations. In contrast to focusing solely on the model answer, they saw that when
899student ideas that differed from the model answer were given value in the classroom discus-
900sions, more students began to participate in the discussions and develop strategies for
901improving their initial ideas.

902Conclusion

903The central goal of our design work was to investigate the development of supportive tools and
904practices to support a shift in classroom culture and deepen our understanding of critical
905change processes. We proposed that a powerful means for navigating the needed changes
906entails conceptualizing Knowledge Forum as a space for playing multi-player epistemic
907games and supporting teachers and students in learning the moves for playing various
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908knowledge-building games, such as the Progressive-Improvement Game. We designed the
909Think Cards and hypothetical game-configurations to support learning of the moves of the
910Progressive-Improvement Game. These scaffolding tools are intended to isolate parts of the full
911Progressive-Improvement Game for practice and reflection.
912In Knowledge Forum the game play progresses rapidly and the pace of contributions varies
913across students. Both the Think Cards and the hypothetical game-configurations slowed this
914process and provided the ability to engage step-by-step in one sequence of moves. Focusing
915the entire class on one move at a time provided an opportunity to examine the moves made by
916all members of the community and for students to compare and contrast different knowledge-
917building moves and the reasoning behind them. Students may also come to see more clearly
918how their ideas can be used by other students to progressively improve an explanation.
919In order to examine our design theories in practice, we investigated the use of these tools as
920part of Ideas First, an enactment of the KBC model in Singaporean Primary 3 and 4 science
921classrooms (Bielaczyc and Ow 2007, 2010; Ow and Bielaczyc 2007, 2008). Our analyses of
922students’ work with the Think Cards and the hypothetical game-configurations indicated that
923students are able to make a variety of valid knowledge-building moves and that they improve
924in their ability to generate valid moves as part of multi-player game play over time. Learning
925how to engage in such multi-player epistemic games provided students a means for working
926together to advance knowledge as part of a knowledge-building community. Through engag-
927ing in such game play, it was also possible for the classroom community to generate
928explanations that extended beyond the curricula’s model answers.
929In working with the Think Cards and the hypothetical game-configurations, the students
930generated ideas and information that serve as resources for classroom discussion. These
931student-generated resources provided opportunities to carry out comparisons, raise questions,
932and form syntheses that may deepen understanding and support the class in constructing robust
933explanations for problems of inquiry. In this way, the diversity of ideas across the cards can
934contribute to classroom discourse at two levels:

935& the subject matter of the inquiry (such as living things)
936& the multi-player epistemic game play (the strategies and moves involved in the processes
937of building knowledge)

938Perkins ( Q72013) underscored that learning to be a critical thinker goes beyond just being
939immersed in a rich learning environment where powerful learning strategies are modeled and
940engaged in. In addition, there needs to be explicit naming of and discussion of the strategies
941and their use in order for them to become powerful tools for learners.
942The Think Cards and the hypothetical game-configurations help serve as dialogic tools that
943permit sharing and discussion of particular knowledge-building moves, strategies, and the
944game itself, as students shift from traditionally individual learning approaches toward under-
945standing each other as contributors to a collective knowledge-building effort. In this way the
946students can establish a foundation for multi-player game play in Knowledge Forum. Thus, the
947approach contributes to a theory of trajectories of change, or the creation of an “implementa-
948tion path” for the KBC model (Bielaczyc and Collins 2006; Collins et al. 2004).
949In supporting students in learning to engage in the epistemic game play of knowledge
950building communities, the work here also contributes to the growing body of research on the
951development of disciplinary communities in K-12 classrooms (Ford 2010; Herrenkohl et al.
9521999; Hogan and Corey 2001; Sandoval, et al. 2000). Deepening our understanding of how
953students engage in such communal learning processes is critical to advancing developments in
954the field of CSCL (e.g., Koschmann et al. 2002; Q8Stahl and Hesse 2010). 955
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